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Four questions for you. Do you:
* love the Lord and love people?
* have experience of clergy and
lay training?
* enjoy working with people from
a wide range of Christian and
ethnic backgrounds?
* feel that God might be calling
you to work in an inner-city area?
If so, please read on …
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WELCOME!!
Welcome to Aston and Nechells, a diverse parish (situated
between Birmingham city centre and Spaghetti Junction) which
is far more than just a football club! We invite you to read and
consider our profile, and to ask yourself prayerfully whether
the Lord might be calling you to explore the post of vicar, with
all the joys and challenges which that role will bring.
As a parish, our vision is “sharing and showing the Good News
of Jesus” (Luke 4:16-30). The two churches and community hall
exist to help people to follow Jesus, and together with him to
have a significant effect on the communities of Aston and
Nechells. In other words, we want to “make disciples who
make a difference”. This involves living out his commands to
love God, love each other, love our neighbours (including
family, friends, and work colleagues), and make disciples.
Among other things, our heart is to do this by:
* engaging our whole church community in “everyday faith”;
* exploring new ways of interacting with our local
neighbourhoods;
* reimagining the use of our buildings in the parish;
* building and growing creative relationships with our church
schools.
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A message from Bishop David
Thank you for reading this profile. Situated in the heart of super-diverse
Birmingham, this parish has a long history of exciting ministry engaged
with the many cultures, races, and faiths who call the city home. We are
excited to discern a new incumbent at this crucial stage.
There is much to appeal to a minister who loves to see people meet
Jesus and is passionate about urban faith and life. They will need
vision, courage, passion and faith and be fully committed to working in
partnership with others amidst a complex church and community.
During the Covid pandemic, the global themes of racial justice and
health inequality have local significance in Aston and Nechells. There is
an opportunity to reimagine much of church life around the Good News,
where all find an equal welcome and home.
As you read and digest the information here, I pray that God will help
you discern your response. I hope the outcome will be an application!
With gratitude for our shared partnership in mission; may the Lord bless
you richly wherever you are called.
+David Urquhart, Bishop of Birmingham.
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Our journey: where we’ve come from
Christians have been worshipping in Aston for over a thousand years. Hard though it is to believe, at the time
of the Domesday Book (1086) Aston was rated as five times as valuable as Birmingham, and continued to be
regarded as the greater of the two neighbours until the time of the Industrial Revolution. What was once the
parish of Aston is now some forty different parishes, in northeast Birmingham and rural Warwickshire.
There is an impressively long list of vicars of Aston, and their average tenure is about thirteen years, perhaps
a sign of the importance of the parish − or maybe of the joy found in ministry here. We are grateful to God
for each of them and the considerable contributions they have made. We have also had some notable
curates; it is a great training parish.
In 2005, the Diocese of Birmingham took the decision to join Aston Parish Church with two of its
neighbouring parishes, St James, Aston and St Matthew, Nechells. Fifteen years later, we are one united
parish. Our members are actively engaged in being part of God's mission in a challenging urban environment.
We are looking forward to the next stages of our journey.
In 2019, we were hit hard by the unexpected departure of our previous vicar. In an unusual move, the Bishop
appointed Ven David Lee as our interim vicar and Revd Ivor Lewis as associate vicar, both part-time. They
have been heroic in ensuring that the parish has continued on a good path, and they have coped
magnificently with the challenges of coronavirus and lockdowns. We have been in good hands, all the more
so as they have encouraged us to think and pray about the future.

Visitors to APC on the annual Birmingham Heritage Day
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Our journey: who we are
A brief summary of our parish’s main strengths and opportunities:

Strengths
* a warm, welcoming, diverse congregation: nobody remains a stranger for long;
* people who love, encourage, and care for each other;
* serving the community around us through varied outreach initiatives;
* comfortable with expressing our worship in differing styles;
* three congregations, each with its own distinctive style, united in mission;
* buildings which are assets not millstones.

Opportunities
* our two church schools (see page 22);
* our Deanery and CofE Birmingham keen to encourage and work together, e g in youth work, fresh
expressions, social action, HR, mission, finance;
* two active Churches Together groups (page 19);
* good relations with Aston Villa football club (page 14);
* historic church buildings with fascinating stories (page 10).
This is not the whole picture, and we do not see the parish through rose-tinted spectacles! As will become
clear from the rest of this document, there are significant weaknesses and challenges to be addressed.

Aston Villa fans passing APC on their way to a match
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Our next vicar
May we offer you a challenge? Here is an amazing opportunity to be involved in three different mission
scenarios which are all ‘frontline’ and have no quick and easy answers. This variety of contexts and
challenges means that Aston and Nechells would be a great training parish for curates, and so it would be
marvellous to have someone who enjoyed being a training incumbent.
The core of our congregations are welcoming and prayerful, and love the Lord. We are happy to go out of
our way to enable us all to sense our calling. We all recognise that we are looking to ‘a new future’, and look
forward to discovering it as we work together with our new vicar. Leading a parish with three worship
centres, and with mission issues to the fore, offers variety and adventure.
Qualities and experience which would best equip a person for this kind of ministry include:


proven collaborative parish leadership;



willingness to facilitate us in our response to the leading of the Spirit;



the building and empowering of teams for ministry - vital when we have three worship centres;



an ability to manage differences agreeably, since teams bring different points of view;



careful attention to administrative structures and the management of our paid staff.

Wafting through our prayer and conversations has been the repeated desire for Christians to be better
equipped to be disciples in the public arena. The exposition of scripture and growth in the ability to live each
day and minister with power as led by the Holy Spirit are repeated aspirations.
The global pandemic may have created a kairos moment in the life of the parish. It gives us, with our new
vicar, the opportunity to consider and prayerfully decide which of our ‘regular’ activities can be retired and
which will start up again.

We’re not asking for
too much, are we?!
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The context: our area
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Our parish, slightly to the north of Birmingham city centre, is set in an inner-city context, with many of the
difficulties and challenges traditionally associated with such areas. The 2011 census statistics showed a
population of 23,810, up by about 8% from 2001. According to the latest figures available, 36% of children
are currently classed as being in child poverty, and 57% of pensioners in pensioner poverty. 39% of workingage people have no educational qualifications; 24% of working age adults are in poverty; 35% of parents are
lone parents; and 52% live in social housing. According to the 2020 revision of the CUF Indices of Multiple
Deprivation, the parish is the sixth most deprived in Birmingham and number 118 of 12,508 parishes
nationally where 1 is the most deprived. In other words, we are in the ‘top’ 1%.
These statistics, however, mask the huge diversity of the parish, with wide variety in the
ethnic mix, types of housing, and ratio of housing to industry. Notable features include:


Villa Park, the home of premiership football club Aston Villa;



the grade I listed 17th-century Aston Hall, surrounded by fifty acres of park;



three railway stations, and Birmingham's huge railway container depot;



a great variety of light industry, in both Aston and Nechells;



Spaghetti Junction, the first really complex motorway intersection;



the grade II listed fire station in which Ozzy Osbourne sang his very
first concert!

The housing also varies greatly. In north Nechells and in north and central
Aston are many roads of close-packed Victorian terraced houses,
contrasting with more modern housing in south Aston and the rest of Nechells which is mainly the result of
considerable redevelopment in the 1970s. Also in the parish are twelve tower blocks (one now running as
the city council’s homeless families centre), twelve primary schools, three state secondary schools, and five
faith schools. There are about twenty churches (the majority non-denominational, some with a distinctive
ethnic basis), a large number of small shops and retail areas − and only one large supermarket.
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There is a notable mix of ethnicities, for the most part living harmoniously cheek by jowl, although tensions
sometimes arise between different communities. The St James's section of the parish is very largely Asian;
elsewhere, the proportion of white British and Eastern Europeans is noticeably higher. Overall, 83% of our
residents are from BME (ethnic minority) groups. More recently-arrived immigrants include quite a few
Somalis and Sudanese in Nechells. All groups face the problems outlined above, not to mention a high
turnover rate of population and lack of social facilities.
As might be expected, the ethnic mix is reflected in the variety of faith
groups. In the last census, 51.8% were recorded as Muslim and
around 30% Christian, with a further 16% either ‘no religion’ or not
recorded. The St James's area of the parish is predominantly Muslim,
with many mosques. There have been a number of attempts to foster
good relations with the mosque leaders, with varying success − partly
because mosques cater for different cultural and language groups and as a rule do not work with each other.
The parish can be seen as containing six or seven distinct segments, with relatively little contact between
each. Residents of one area are unlikely to attend an event in another area, even if it is quite close. The main
barriers are dual carriageway roads, canals, railways and industrial estates. Slum clearances in the 1960s, the
construction of the Aston Expressway (A38M), and the loss of heavy industry continue to impact the parish
significantly. The expressway forms the boundary between the two city council wards.
The area is being significantly affected in two ways. In 2012 the city
council designated an area of Aston as an advanced manufacturing hub,
which has been welcome in terms of employment. Five large high-tech
factories have been built, and further developments are planned. Also,
the area will be impacted by the high-speed train (HS2) scheme, now
under construction. The track will pass through the southeast corner of the parish; both the main station and
the train repair depot will be just outside our boundaries. In the long term HS2 is expected to generate a
large number of extra jobs, as well as an increase in house and flat building. All the more important,
therefore, to maintain an active Christian presence in Nechells.

The area is poor in
pocket but rich at
heart

Many good
things, but many
are hidden

Multi-cultural, poor,
can be hard to
integrate if you’re
an outsider
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Mission resources: church buildings
Ss Peter and Paul Church is one of Birmingham’s iconic
buildings. It stands in the Aston Hall and Church conservation
area. It is one of 300 churches in the UK designated by the
Church of England as major parish churches. The building is
Grade II* listed, measuring 53m by 28m, in a large leafy
churchyard (which is closed and maintained by the City Council).
It is largely a 19th-century neo-gothic building with a 15thcentury tower and spire. There are a number of historic
tombstones and monuments. Unusually for an Anglican church,
there is a platform incorporating a full immersion baptistery, and no fewer than twelve bells in the tower!
The interior of the church could potentially be much more of a community resource, subject to a number of
improvements. For example, with the necessary funds we could replace the floor and modernise the heating
system. The inter-connected Church Centre is already in regular use by church and community groups.

St Matthew’s Community Hall is adjacent to the church (grade
II listed), which has recently been sold by the Diocese. The parish
has kept the church hall because of its strategic potential as a base
for mission in Nechells. A side room, the St Lawrence Room, has
been converted into a worship space. Day-to-day management of
the hall is the responsibility of a sub-committee of APC’s
committee. The hall definitely needs improvements which would
make it more attractive and useful for community groups.

St James's present church was built in 1981, replacing a dilapidated
Victorian building. The main hall has a sanctuary that may be
screened off, enabling the sacredness of the space to be maintained
whilst opening up the nave area for other uses. This area has
increasingly been used as a community asset, facilitating play
schemes, adult education, keep-fit classes, etc. A weekday playgroup
meets in a different part of the building. As a modern building, it is much easier to maintain - and heat!
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Mission resources: what we do
As described above, we are one parish with two churches, a church centre, and a church hall. The parish has
achieved a welcome degree of unity and integration in the years since we first came together in 2005, as well
as respecting the church congregations’ distinctive practices and traditions. About half of the regular
members live within a mile or two of the church they attend.
The churches are broadly evangelical and charismatic and, to varying degrees, influenced by renewal; we
welcome people from a great variety of church traditions. For the past thirteen years a party of up to forty
adults and children from the parish has attended the New Wine summer conference, and this connection has
to some extent been reflected in the life and outlook of the churches.
During the two lockdown periods in 2020, we were able to
worship together using modern technology! Thanks to the
technological expertise of our interim vicar, Ven David Lee, we
put together a weekly service on YouTube, involving quite a few
of our parishioners. Each week, in addition to the worship,
scripture reading, prayer, and a sermon, one person spoke
about their favourite hymn or song, and another described how their faith had helped them in difficult
circumstances. If you access these videos (web address on page 27), you will find they provide an excellent
snapshot of what our members are capable of.

St Peter and St Paul (Aston Parish Church)
The congregation at this church (generally known as APC) includes Christians from many of the ethnic groups
which live in or near the parish, and is a great example of ‘all one in Christ Jesus’. We like to encourage
everyone to be involved in church life, according to their gifts and inclinations.

Sunday activities
In more normal circumstances, the Sunday morning worship pattern is a mixture of services of Holy
Communion, Service of the Word, and all-age. Liturgy and song words are usually displayed on a screen, and
prayer ministry is often available. The two churches use the same Bible readings on Sunday mornings. These
readings do not often follow the lectionary, as generally we follow a series of themed teaching. One recent
series focussed on the letter to the Ephesians, and another on Jesus’ promises.
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On Sunday mornings, children and young people go out for part of the service, unless it is an all-age one.
At APC we usually run Junior Church classes, a crèche, and a young people's group. Numbers are small,
despite having a committed group of teachers; this is an obvious cause for concern. We are keen to involve
young people when possible; in the past a few services at APC were planned and led entirely by them.
Until last year, on First Sunday, we had a café-style all-age service in the
Church Centre with fun activities and a more interactive approach; since
then we have had more formal services in church. Afterwards there is a
shared lunch, open to all. There are sometimes united services for all the
parish, but these are less common than they used to be.
Our evening service, named ‘Deeper’, is an informal one, held in the Church Centre. As the name implies,
this is an opportunity for a deeper experience of worship, teaching, and prayer, and a time of listening to God
and sharing what we hear. We are also able to explore the Bible passages set for the day more thoroughly.
In our services we use a wide variety of music, ranging from the classic
traditional hymns to songs written very recently − usually introduced to us
at Deeper or via New Wine events. We are fortunate in having four music
leaders, each with their own style and preferences, who play both at APC
and at St James’s; they are usually supported by singers, and sometimes by
instrumentalists and a drummer.
A few statistics. First, the average Sunday morning attendance at APC:
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Adults

67

60

71

62

49

Children

17

9

14

13

9

Secondly, the figures for baptisms, confirmations, weddings and funerals:
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Baptisms

17

11

5

6

5

Confirmations

4

3

6

0

1

Weddings

8

7

8

2

2

Funerals in church

30

17

27

25

25
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In both tables, it can be seen that the overall trend is one of gradual decline, which continued into 2020 –
obviously, a cause for considerable concern. At the same time there are encouragements of a handful of
people becoming new disciples of Jesus, full of enthusiasm.

Other activities
The parish’s Asian Fellowship meets on Saturday mornings in the Church
Centre, with bilingual meetings in Punjabi and English. The members, and
others in APC, have a special link with a small church in an Indian village,
Khotra, which was founded by two of our parishioners;. A group from the
parish visited the church in 2018 for its 15th-anniversary celebrations. The
other reminder that we are part of the international Body of Christ is that we have the joy of a large Eritrean
group, with over 200 regular worshippers, using the church every week for their services.

Triangle groups are outward-looking home groups which provide a combination of friendship and
fellowship for members of the congregation. These groups meet three or four times a month for Bible study,
prayer, and ideas for outreach. At the moment there are five groups, whose membership often transcends
congregational boundaries: during the lockdowns some of these groups have not been able to meet.

The Alpha course has been run most years for enquirers and those
thinking about confirmation. The location and timing of courses have
varied, to cater for people's different circumstances. The courses, usually
led by lay people, sometimes lead to candidates for confirmation or adult
baptism. Also, after suitable preparation, we have admitted some children
and young people to Holy Communion before confirmation.
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Using our buildings for mission and hospitality
The church building is large (and distinguished) enough to host meetings for the community. These have
ranged from concerts and open days to the BBC radio programme Any Questions. The vision for the future is
to make this space increasingly available for use by groups in the community. This explains in part the
ongoing discussion about removing some of the pews to create a more flexible space.
The APC Church Centre hosts ‘Kiwi Care’, a council-funded group providing support for young adults.
Brownies, Guides, and Boys' Brigade groups all meet there each week. The centre is available for bookings by
individuals and organisations: it often hosts social events such as a birthday party, or a meal for the guests
after a funeral or a wedding.

Birmingham Community Gospel Choir rehearse every week, and sometimes give concerts, in APC
The civic role of the church was evident when the Ellis Shakespeare

memorial was installed in the north aisle in 2019. This is a multi-coloured
mosaic designed and put together by the local community after two Aston
teenagers, Letisha Shakespeare and Charlene Ellis, were killed in a drive-by
shooting in January 2003. Several members of our congregation were actively
involved in the ‘no more guns’ movement led by the girls’ mothers.

Aston Villa football club has its ground within the parish close to APC. There have been links between the
club and the church for many years; our last vicar became one of the club’s chaplains. The Church Centre is
available when there is a weekend home game, so that disabled fans from the home side and visitors can
meet up before going to the match. Also, the church is open, and some fans drop in to pray or light a candle.
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St James, Aston
The St James’s congregation meets in a modern multi-purpose church centre on the south-western edge of
the parish. This church welcomes all, and has a long tradition of ministering to Christians from the West
Indies. There is a great sense of ‘family’ and mutual care and support. The building is located in an area
predominantly Muslim in faith and Asian in culture. Many of the local community are friendly, but some are
cautious about a transparently Christian community in their midst.
The Lee Abbey Aston small missional community lives nearby; its three members have been part of the
conversations and prayer for the future. Its leader writes: “With a focus on hospitality, prayer and
engagement with the local community, we seek to reach out to our Muslim neighbours, marginalised
peoples within our community, and local families and young people. Community have been and are part of
the Aston and Nechells congregations (though this is not a requirement), as well as working very closely as a
partner with the parish locally over the years.”

Sunday activities
St James’s holds a service each Sunday morning, and people gather from within and (mainly) from outside
the parish of Aston and Nechells. Communion services tend to be formal in style, with the president wearing
robes. Non-communion services, less formal and more charismatic in nature, are generally taken by lay
members of the church. The music is usually mainstream traditional; however, new music is welcome when
opportunities arise. There is no service on a Sunday evening. Our average Sunday attendance is:
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Adults

32

30

26

25

24

Children

3

3

1

1

0

The numbers show a steady decline in the numbers of people attending. They also show that we are not
attracting children, which in reality means we are not reaching the parents of today’s children. Generally
speaking, the children and grandchildren of current church members move away as they grow up, and so will
take their children to their local church rather than commute back to Aston.

Midweek activities
The church has a small men’s group which meets weekly when possible, to pray together and relax by
playing dominoes. Although the group is comprised of retired men, they actively undertake small
maintenance tasks around the church and raise funds for the purpose. Each week a Triangle group meets,
made up of members of St James’s and their friends and led by a lay member of the church.
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In recent years, St James’s has put on Caribbean evenings, and hosted keep-fit sessions and English classes.
These provided opportunities to welcome people into the church building, but they have ceased due to lack
of financial resources and people to run them.
There is a committed core of church members who want to see what the Lord desires for St James’s. Some
of them formed a small group facilitated by Revd Ivor Lewis, the associate vicar, to pray, discuss and listen to
the Holy Spirit as they sought a vision for the future.

Using our buildings for mission and hospitality
The church hosts and welcomes a black-majority church at St James on Sunday afternoons. The modern
style of the building lends itself to community activities. On weekdays, some of the rooms are rented out to
a preschool group which is popular with families in the area. This playgroup’s owner and manager is a
community-minded Muslim who welcomes the opportunity to run her group in a church setting; she trusts it
will help build community cohesion and a better interaction between people of faith. We have sometimes
held Macmillan fundraising events, Mothers’ Day events, and other such family-based activities, to which the
preschool invites parents (mainly mothers).

Link with Colwall
For over twenty years there has been a close and valued link between St James’s Aston and St James’s
Colwall (a village near Malvern) - two churches with the same patron saint but very different in character.
Each year a group from Colwall visits us, usually in February, and we go there to celebrate the St James’s
patronal festival in July.

Some of the St James’s congregation at the opening of their refurbished church kitchen
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St Matthew’s community hall, Nechells
We are entering a new phase of ministry and mission in the Nechells part of the parish. Despite imaginative
and serious financial investment over the last thirty years or more, it has proved extremely difficult to sustain
a Church of England church congregation in Nechells. It was hoped that the re-ordered church building
would become a hub where church and community worked together to serve the wider local community.
Initiatives flourished for a time and lapsed when individuals moved on; sustainability and growth eluded the
ministers and congregation, despite much energy and prayer. So the church building was made redundant
and in 2020 was finally sold to Kensington Care, a national private company providing social care.

Sundays – and future plans
The PCC has retained the hall as a visible sign that we are not leaving the area. The plan is that it will become
a focal point from which to explore new initiatives: we will begin small, and seek to be led by the Spirit. In
2017 the congregation concluded that the provision of weekly Common Worship services took a lot of energy
and time and did not encourage new people to join, and so it was decided to close Sunday worship. The core
of the Nechells Sunday congregation re-located to Aston Parish Church. At the moment, nothing takes place
on Sundays.

Midweek activities
A mid-week monthly communion service continued to ‘fly the flag’ but did not have the capacity to engage in
sustained outreach. In 2020, this became a prayer group for ‘mission in and around Nechells’. We stand now
looking to see where and how the Lord wants us to engage with the local community. We have existing links
with the excellent and welcoming Church of England primary schools, with the Churches Together in Nechells
group, and also with the Aston and Nechells Foodbank. This feels like a new day – free of traditional
responsibilities and open to the Spirit and the community.

Using our buildings for mission and hospitality
The hall at present hosts a Scout group – as and when
circumstances allow – which meets twice a week. It also
serves the community by hosting the foodbank and
providing storage for most of its food supplies. For three
mornings a week, the hall is rented out for a preschool play
group, which has managed to keep going in spells when
allowed. A side room has recently been converted into a prayer room / chapel (pictured).
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Challenges facing us as a parish
In preparation for this profile, small groups met in each of the three centres met to pray, reflect and listen to
the Holy Spirit. Drawing together these and other comments from questionnaires and a Saturday-morning
open discussion, these are the challenges which we believe God is asking us to tackle:
* reviving confidence amongst church members to become natural ambassadors for Jesus;
* renewing the life of prayer and deepening the experience of living filled with the Holy Spirit;
* making a turn to the community, taking more care to get to know local people so that we might offer
them support in Jesus’ name and share the good news of Jesus so clearly that they will want to follow him;
* appreciating the importance of prayer and listening to the Lord so as to plan the way forward;
* assembling a core group of people at St James’s who sense that they are called to serve and witness in this
area - quite likely comprising some from within the congregation and some from without;
* seeking to discern the future for mission, in the parish as a whole but especially in Nechells;
* discovering what the Spirit is already doing within the local neighbourhood.
In addition, we would not be honest unless we also mentioned the following concerns:
* the need to engage and interact with a diverse multi-faith and multi-cultural community where Christians
are in the minority;
* finding ways of addressing the lack of young people in our congregations;
* ensuring that the two smaller churches feel valued, respected, and listened to;
* knowing how best to grow and keep committed membership, and improve the financial situation;
* helping our congregations to be more informed and interested about world mission;
* keeping up our momentum and range of activities.
However, we are confident that with God’s help, and led by the Spirit (and by our new vicar?!), we can
address these challenges and discover how to deal with them.
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Parish-wide activities
Activities with other churches
Both Aston Churches Working Together and Churches Together in Nechells bring together many local
churches, some more actively involved than others. The Aston church leaders meet for lunch once a month,
while the Nechells leaders meet around four times a year. Inside the parish boundaries are three different
Catholic churches, one Baptist, two Methodist, one URC, and at least ten independent churches with a
variety of traditions.
Unusually, there are two members of Aston Churches Together, both very active and committed, which are
not churches. Lee Abbey Aston Community (ecumenical, see page 15) and the Cordate Community (Catholic)
are both small missional communities with a vision for living in community in a deprived urban situation.
The churches cooperate in a variety of ways. At Christmas and Easter an ecumenical
team goes into all the local primary schools to take assemblies, presenting a drama
and short talk on the true meaning of these festivals. We have also started to
present Open the Book sessions, so far in two schools. In the past Aston Churches
Together have organised local clean-ups, inviting local organisations and residents to
join in. We have also occasionally met for a united Sunday service.

Foodbank
The main activity which involves nearly all our local churches is Aston and
Nechells Foodbank. Started in 2011, it now has three distribution centres
and a warehouse. In the half-year up to September 2020, each month we
gave out food to about 250 adults and 145 children, amounting to 2,800
kilos. We have about eighty volunteers, from varied backgrounds: many
of them, but by no means all, are local Christians. The foodbank is run by
an independent Christian charity, CAN DO 4:13, which was set up to take
on the community work for which the PCC was previously responsible.

New Wine
We have a strong connection with this movement. Those who go to its summer conferences are not only
challenged and refreshed spiritually, but also enjoy the social life as we share the joys and challenges of
camping! Several of our members volunteer for different host teams, including catering and children’s
activities. The parish is also a member of the Evangelical Alliance.
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Prayer
As a parish, we believe in the importance and power of prayer. There is a weekly early-morning prayer
meeting - starting at 6.30 am! We also use a 'prayer DIAL' system whereby any urgent request can be
passed on quickly to many parishioners. Our Healing on the Streets team offers prayer to Aston Villa fans
before each weekend home fixture: we take advantage of the fact that at least
10,000 pass our church on their way to Villa Park. Along with the inevitable
banter, some fans stop and ask for prayer. For example, last year we prayed
for a young man who was in a coma following an allergic reaction: later we
heard he had recovered. How wonderful that we believe in a God who heals!
The parish’s pastoral care group meet every month, currently by Zoom. Five of its members have been
taking part in the diocesan lay pastor two-year accreditation training course. The group pray for and visit
anyone known to them who is sick or housebound or experiencing mental health or other relationship issues.

Easter events
Every year, on Good Friday, there are walks of witness in both Aston and Nechells, organised by the Churches
Together groups. The next day, we offer a free car wash outside APC to all passing motorists. In past years,
when Aston Villa have had a home match that weekend, we have put on an Easter ‘pageant’, including
interviews with Bible characters, Easter hymns, and free food.
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Christmas events
We hold a community carol service each year; groups from all the local schools sing carols, and various local
representatives read Bible passages. Our biggest Christmas service is our Carols by Candlelight at APC on
Christmas Eve, when the church is packed and the candles create a very special atmosphere. We also sing
carols at the supermarket in Aston, and around a number of pubs in Nechells.

Other events
In the summer we usually hold several outdoor evening services at
different locations such as outside a parishioner’s house, which can
be heard by all those living nearby. We have a good relationship
with a local ex-servicemen's organisation; they celebrate Somme
Sunday at the Cenotaph. Around All Saints’ Day, we organise a
service for all those who have been bereaved in the last year. Social
events in the parish include a very popular Christmas bazaar, and
we also sometimes have concerts, quizzes, and other events.

Uniformed organisations
Brownies, Guides, and Boys' Brigade groups all meet each week in Aston Parish Church Centre. Additionally,
a Scout group meet every week in St Matthew’s Community Hall. Boys' Brigade members and their leaders
regularly attended the informal First Sunday, and were active participants.

Bell ringers
An enthusiastic group practises on Thursday evenings and
rings on Sunday mornings, at Aston Parish Church. In 2020
we were due to host a preliminary round of the national
twelve-bell ringing competition, a prestigious event usually
held at cathedrals. Don Finnemore (pictured) is the longest-serving ringing master in the
UK: he has held the post since 1967!
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Local schools
We are blessed to have two Church of England primary schools in the parish.

St Clement’s CofE Academy, Nechells, is part of the Birmingham Diocesan Multi-Academy Trust. The school
is rated “good” by Ofsted and “excellent” at its most recent SIAMs inspection.
Being based in an area where the majority of families are not
Christian, the school does a wonderful job of expressing the
Christian faith appropriately in a multi-faith environment. They say
of themselves, “All individuals, representing a diverse range of
backgrounds and beliefs, are welcomed wholeheartedly into our
school family and are nurtured and supported by our harmonious
school community.”

St Matthew’s is a CofE voluntary controlled community school rated
“outstanding” by Ofsted. It was originally built in 1841, at the same time as St
Matthew’s Church; not surprisingly, relations between the school community and
church have traditionally been strong.
90% of the pupils come from minority ethnic groups, and pupil turnover is more
than usually high. 60% speak English as an additional language. In spite of these
challenges, educational outcomes for pupils are excellent.
Before Covid, there were frequent and worthwhile links between the parish and both of these schools, which
the headteachers are now keen to rebuild. There are openings not only to re-establish regular visits from
clergy and staff (for example in taking assemblies), but also to be involved in broader areas of school life.

Other schools There are also another twelve primary schools, three state secondary schools, and three
other faith schools in the parish. The parish has good links with many of these schools, occasionally taking
assemblies or hosting educational visits to the churches, in addition to the Aston Churches Together
assemblies for Christmas and Easter mentioned on page 19.
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Our staff team
As vicar, you will be working alongside your colleagues:

Revd Giyanow Kayla, associate vicar (part-time). Giyanow, a long-time member of
our parish, who was ordained in 2015 after training in Nottingham. She loves to
minister to people from a Sikh or Hindu background, and facilitates our Asian
Fellowship.

Sam Evans works part-time as the APC and St Matthew's administrator. He is in the
parish office, located at APC, five mornings a week, and occasionally at the St Matthew’s
office. He has been at his best for the New Every Morning videos, recording the notices
in what can only be described as a unique and totally unforgettable way!

Sharon Cluley lives in the parish with her husband and two teenaged children. She left
her banking career after 13 years to train as a youth worker, and her first job was in
Aston. Several community, youth and schools work roles later, she is currently
administrator at the St James’s office (six hours a week) and assistant treasurer for the
parish (four hours a week).

Nigel Cripps, honorary project officer. Nigel takes a special interest in church fabric
and repairs, and spends a lot of time fundraising for necessary projects at all of the
Parish’s buildings. From time to time Nigel has led teams arranging big public events.

We also usually have four churchwardens (two for each church), three active Lay Readers (all retired), and
other lay people who help lead and preach on Sundays and at other services. More details about each of
these people (pictured on the next page, along with others) are available on the parish website.
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Photo gallery: some of our parishioners
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Our finances
Given our context, our finances are a struggle at times. But we have faith, and until 2019, by God's grace, all
our commitments (including the Common Fund) have been met. A sizable proportion of our income comes
from renting out the facilities at each of our three churches to regular users, notably the preschool groups at
St James's and St Matthew’s. We encourage all our members to commit to regular giving, either by weekly
envelopes or by standing orders: regular giving and plate collections account for just over half of our income.
One very important principle is that, just as God has been generous to us, we will reflect that generosity. For
this reason each of our three churches give about ten percent of their income away to charitable causes of
their choice. This has always been a non-negotiable priority in our annual budgets.
Figures for the last five years are as follows:
Overall income

Overall expenses

Common Fund

Charitable giving

2015

£286,938

£256,799

£60,037

£6,388

2016

£210,892

£229,921

£59,755

£8,623

2017

£198,933

£184,322

£60,233

£6,641

2018

£204,329

£200,138

£52,615

£10,618

2019

£179,510

£179,362

£55,861

£9,685

Please note that our actual income and expenditure are in the region of about £120,000 per year: the much
higher figures in this table are mainly due to the APC restoration fund, which often includes sizeable grants
for repair or maintenance work. A copy of the 2019 accounts is available on request.
As for everyone else, in 2020 our finances have been hit for six by the coronavirus crisis; we have done well
to pay half of our Common Fund contribution. We will face even greater challenges than usual in the
foreseeable future. The accounts for 2020 are still being prepared.

Our governance
Our PCC, which the vicar is responsible for chairing, consists of members of both congregations. It includes
all the clergy, churchwardens, and deanery synod representatives, as well as other lay representatives from
each church. There are annual elections for members of the PCC, which usually meets five times a year.
We also have two church committees, which discuss matters relating to their own church and congregation.
In the short-term the APC committee is responsible for St Matthew’s, but we hope this is only temporary.
Each committee consists of the PCC members from that church and a few other elected representatives. The
lay chairs are responsible for chairing meetings of these committees. They also usually meet five times a year.
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Our annual parish church meetings take place in April. Reports from all our groups, ministries, and
congregations are collected beforehand and made available to everyone on the electoral roll. A copy of the
reports for 2019 / 2020 is available on request.

The vicarage, and other buildings

The vicarage was constructed in 1972. It is a spacious brick-built detached property, about half a mile from
Aston Parish Church. The property has four bedrooms, two shower/bathrooms, two reception rooms, a
kitchen with a breakfast table space, and a study which can be accessed by the public without entering the
private part of the house. There is a large double garage with a powered door, and a laundry room. All the
windows are double-glazed, and the wall cavities have been filled with insulation. The garden, which consists
mainly of lawn but includes several trees, has been maintained by a professional gardener at the parish’s
expense during the vacancy. The responsibility for maintenance is described in the diocesan regulations.
After your appointment, and before moving in, you will be invited to pay a further visit to the house with the
diocesan surveyor and archdeacon. The PCC contributes to a diocesan decorating fund, and will be happy to
pay for the redecoration of the public rooms in the house.

The vicarage, and
especially its garden, have
hosted some great parties
in the last few years.

Two other buildings should be mentioned. There is a two-bedroom flat above the APC Church Centre, which
has recently been renovated. Also, we own a five-bedroom semi-detached property which was purchased as
a suitable house for a curate. Both of these are currently rented on a commercial basis, but the tenants know
that they would have to leave if either of the properties was ever required for parish staff.
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Other useful information
You may also find the following websites helpful:
www.astonnechellscofe.org.uk

(the parish website)

www.cofebirmingham.com

(Diocese of Birmingham)

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRLBVDkDksrXdlVXrYo3KMA (New Every Morning YouTube services)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0o-o0XM1S8c

(report on APC’s Somme Sunday ceremony)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j876vhciRc0

(Aston Churches Together school assembly)

www.cuf.org.uk/parish/520213

(parish statistics from Church Urban Fund)

http://www.churchofengland.org/about/work-other-faiths

(faith communities statistics)

https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/info/20054/planning_strategies_and_policies/70/local_development_order
s/2

(city council’s advanced manufacturing hub)

https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/info/50028/transport_information/502/high_speed_2_hs2/2

www.new-wine.org

(HS2)

(New Wine website)

The choir in this year’s carols by candlelight service, which was shared on our YouTube site
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